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The Global Skills Summit (GSS) has been a pioneer event in positioning India on 

the international skills map. Through its previous editions we have discussed the 

following themes Skills and knowledge, Emerging Skill - India 2020, Quality 

Paradigms in Vocational Training: Making India Globally Competitive , much of 

which has translated in to policy level action and enhanced focus on the subject. 

The previous edition of GSS had over 600 participants,56 speakers,8 countries 

represented and 23 Exhibitors discussing the plan for “Vocational Education & 

Training: Developing Strategic and Implementation Framework”.

FICCI’s Global Skills Summit has not only become a brand in positioning India on 

the world skills map, but a unique platform where best of minds interact to 

converge, aggregate and implement the skills development story.

For Registration Contact:  
Mr.Subhadip Biswas/ Ms.Meenu Jha  

Research Associate
Skills Development, FICCI

subhadip.biswas@ficci.com, meenu.jha@ficci.com
011-23487266 /253

 For Sponsorships/Speakers/Exhibition Contact: 
Mr. Deepak Boora  

 Assistant Director
Skills Development, FICCI
 deepak.boora@ficci.com

+91-9990409086
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Website : www.ficci.com



Website : www.globalskillsummit.com

ABOUT FICCI

CONTACT DETAILS 

Ms. Pooja Gianchandani
Director & Head

Skills Development  
Federation House, Tansen Marg,

New Delhi -110001
Ph: 011 -23738760-70

Email:pooja.gianchandani@ficci.com

Established in 1927, FICCI is the largest and oldest apex business organization in India. Its history is closely 
interwoven with India's struggle for independence and its subsequent emergence as one of the most rapidly growing 
economies globally. FICCI plays a leading role in policy debates that are at the forefront of social, economic and 
political change.

Through its 400 professionals, FICCI is active in 52 sectors of the economy. FICCI's stand on policy issues is sought 
out by think tanks, governments and academia. Its publications are widely read for their in-depth research and policy 
prescriptions. FICCI has joint business councils with 79 countries around the world. A non-government, not-for-profit 
organization, FICCI is the voice of India's business and industry. FICCI has direct membership from the private as well 
as public sectors, including SMEs and MNCs, and an indirect membership of over 83,000 companies from regional 
chambers of commerce.

FICCI recognizes that Skills Development is an important imperative for achieving India's ambitious growth targets. It 
is committed to working with the stakeholders, especially the industry, government and academia to create 
sustainable and scalable skills propositions which will benefit the youth of the country from all sections of society. With 
this in mind, FICCI through its Skills Development activities is pursuing the following vision: 

FICCI Vision on Skills Development:

vFICCI acts as a 'skills development aggregator' to complement Government of India's ambition of training 500 
million people by 2022. 

vFICCI offers support and facilitation services through Policy Advocacy, Industry Intervention and 
International Collaboration so that the youth can acquire skills to meaningfully participate in and contribute to 
the economy 

The FICCI Skills Development Forum (SDF) was launched in 2008 to supplement the government initiatives with 
industry interventions. The forum has since discussed and critically examined the skill development policies in the 
country. 

ABOUT FICCI SKILL DEVELOPMENT FORUM


